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The global solution to the radial motion of self-gravitating gases is studied. The
global approximate solutions are constructed by a generalized shock capturing
method. The nonlocal terms are carefully estimated. The uniform estimate of the
approximate solutions is obtained. The convergence of the approximate solutions is
proved by the compensated compactness method. The global existence of weak
entropy solution with arbitrarily large L` initial data is then established. Q 1999
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we consider the following system of partial differential
w xequations for the radial motions of self-gravitating gases 1, 7, 10 :
­ ­ 2
r q ru q ru s 0, .
­ t ­ r r
­ ­ 2
2 2ru q ru q p q ru .  . 1.1 .
­ t ­ r r
rr
2s y M r , ru q g r , ru r s, t s ds , .  .  .H2  /r R0
with r ) R ) 0. In this system, r is the density of the gases, u is the0
g  .velocity, p s r rg with g g 1, 2 is the pressure, g is the term of
self-gravitating effect, M is the term on the mass of the condensed gases
within a solid ball, and R is the radius of the solid ball. There have been0
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w xa lot of studies on this system; see, for example, 5, 7, 11 and the
references therein. Some results on local existence and behavior of solu-
 .tions to 1.1 were obtained in these early papers. However, the global
 .existence and behavior of solutions to 1.1 have not been established, and
we are going to investigate these problems in this paper.
 .There are several difficulties in solving 1.1 globally, such as the
formation of shocks, the nonlinear resonance among different characteris-
tic modes or between the characteristic modes, and the geometrical source
mode, and the term with integration in the second equation is a nonlocal
 .term. One can only expect global weak solutions to 1.1 including shock
waves. The traditional method for one-dimensional motion does not work
for this radial motion. To overcome these difficulties, we use a shock
w xcapturing idea in 3 for the geometrical source terms, as well as the
fractional step procedure for the nonlocal term. The shock capturing idea
has been used to study the transonic flow problems and some other
w xproblems in some papers, and we refer the reader to 3 for more
discussions and references. Our purpose in this paper is to generalize the
w x  . w xshock capturing method in 3 to solve 1.1 . We will follow the idea in 3 ,
but some new techniques are needed, and several new sharp estimates
have to be achieved to overcome the extra difficulties due to the terms on
 .the right side of the second equation in 1.1 . We consider the initial-
 .boundary value problem of 1.1 for the radial motion of gases outside a
solid ball with the following initial-boundary condition:
< <r , m s r r , m r , m s 0, 1.2 .  .  .  . .ts0 rsR0 0 0
where m s ru. The initial data will be arbitrarily large in L`. The problem
 .  .1.1 ] 1.2 will be solved by first constructing proper global approximate
solutions and then by showing that the approximate solutions converge to
the global weak entropy solution. The convergence will be proved by the
w xcompensated compactness theory 2, 4, 6, 9, 12 , for which the uniform
estimate and the Hy1 compactness of the entropy dissipation measures
are required. To construct the approximate solutions, we incorporate the
Riemann solutions and the stationary solutions with the Godunov scheme
and fractional step. The piecewise constants in the Riemann solutions will
be replaced by the stationary solutions. Moreover, the Godunov scheme
has to be modified to keep the approximate solutions uniformly bounded.
The Godunov values will be defined as the weighted average. The nonlocal
term has to be carefully estimated to obtain the uniform bound, since the
conservation of particles does not hold here. With these procedures and
estimates we improve considerably the construction of the approximate
solutions to this system and are able to establish the global existence of
 .  .weak entropy solution to 1.1 ] 1.2 . The solution will be proved to be
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bounded for bounded initial data. That is, the density and velocity will
remain bounded near the boundary of the solid ball or far away, which
implies some stability of the motion.
The plan of this paper is as follows. The approximate solutions will be
constructed in Section 2 by the shock capturing idea with the fractional
step procedure. Some essential properties of Riemann solutions and sta-
tionary solutions are recalled. In Section 3, we will prove the uniform
estimate, Hy1 compactness, and then obtain the strong convergence of the
approximate solutions by the compensated compactness framework and
finally show that the limit function of the approximate solutions is the
weak entropy solution.
2. APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS
In this section, we construct the approximate solutions by the general-
ized Godunov scheme and by combining Riemann solutions and stationary
solutions together with the fractional step. Since the Riemann solutions
w xand stationary solutions 2]4 play important roles in the approximation, it
is necessary to recall some of their basic facts for completeness.
Consider the Riemann problems for the system of isentropic gas dynam-
ics:
­ ­ ­ ­
2r q ru s 0, ru q ru q p s 0, 2.1 .  .  . .
­ t ­ r ­ t ­ r
 . g  .  . uwith p r s r rg , g g 1, 2 . The eigenvalues of 2.1 are u " r with
 . uu s g y 1 r2, and the Riemann invariants are w s u q r ru , z s u y
u  .T  .  2 .Tr ru . With notations ¨ s r, m , f ¨ s m, m rr q p , the Rankine]
 .Hugoniot condition for any discontinuities in the solution of 2.1 with
 .  .propagation speed s , left state ¨ , and right state ¨ is s ¨ y ¨ s f ¨0 0
 .y f ¨ . A discontinuity is a shock if the following entropy inequality holds0
 .for any convex weak entropy pair h, q :
w x w x w x w xs h y q G 0, h s h ¨ y h ¨ , q s q ¨ y q ¨ . .  .  .  .0 0
2.2 .
 .  . <  . < <  . <For any weak entropy pair h, q of 2.1 , =h ¨ and =q ¨ are bounded
< <for bounded r G 0 and u . The mechanical energy]energy flux pair,
m2 rg m3 rgy1m
h# s q , q# s q ,22 r g g y 1 g y 12 r .
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 .  xis a strictly convex weak entropy pair of 2.1 for g g 1, 2 , which controls
 .  . < T 2 <any other weak entropy pair h, q of 2.1 in the sense ¨ = h ¨ F
T 2 < w x w x <  w x w x.C¨ = h#¨ and s h y q F C s h# y q# . For the Riemann prob-
 . < <lems of 2.1 with data ¨ s ¨ , r - r ; ¨ s ¨ , r ) r with r g R,ts0 ts0y 0 q 0 0
 .there exists a unique piecewise smooth entropy solution ¨ r, t satisfying
  ..   ..   ..   .  ..   ..w ¨ r, t y z ¨ r, t G 0, w ¨ r, t F max w ¨ , w ¨ , z ¨ r, t Gy q
  .  ..  .min z ¨ , z ¨ , and the convex region r, m : w F w , z G z , w y zy q 0 0
4  . <G 0 is invariant. For the Riemann problems of 2.1 with data ¨ s ¨ ,ts0 q
<r ) R ; m s 0, similar results hold. For the system of stationaryrsR0 0
equations
­ 2 ­ 2
2 2ru q ru s 0, ru q p q ru s 0, 2.3 .  . .
­ r r ­ r r
<  .  .subject to the boundary condition ¨ s ¨ s r , m s r , r ursr 0 0 0 0 0 00
with r G 0, there exists a positive constant h such that, for any h F h ,0 0 0
 .  . w2.3 has a smooth or an approximate stationary solution ¨ r on r y0
x w x  .  .hr2, r q hr2 such that, for any r g r y hr2, r q hr2 , r r G 0, ¨ r0 0 0
  1r2 ..s ¨ 1 q O h ,0
­ 2 ­ 2
1r8 2 2 1r8ru q ru s O h , ru q p q ru s O h , .  .  . .
­ r r ­ r r
w ¨ r F w ¨ 1 q Ch , if u ) 0; .  .  . . . 0 0
z ¨ r G z ¨ 1 q Ch , if u - 0; .  .  . . 0 0
1 r qhr20 7r4¨ r dr s ¨ 1 q O h , .  . .H 0h r yhr20
1 r qhr20 2 9.8r r r y r dr s r O h . .  . .H 0 0h r yhr20
 . w . w xFor any T g 0, ` , define P s R , ` = 0, T . We now construct theT 0
 .  . h  h h.  h h h.approximate solutions of 1.1 ] 1.2 ¨ s r , m s r , r u in P ,T
where h F h is the space mesh length, together with the time mesh0
length D t, satisfying the Courant]Friedrichs]Levy condition: 4 u q
.  . < h1 L D tru F h F 8 u q 1 L D tru , with L the larger value of sup u "
 u .h < w xr in the strip t g 0, T . For simplicity, we assume that the support of
the initial data is compact. The approach of this paper can be applied to
general initial data because of the finite propagation speed of the solu-
w . w x w tions. Define V s R , ` , V s R , R q 3hr2 , V s R q j y0 1 0 0 j 0
.  . x `1r2 h, R q j q 1r2 h , for j s 2, 3, 4, . . . . Then V s D V , and the0 js1 j
< < < < h .length of interval V s 3hr2, V s h, for j G 2. Assume that ¨ r, t is1 j
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defined for t - n D t, where n is an integer. Then we define the Godunov
n  n n.values ¨ s r , m for each j G 1 asj j j
r n s r 2r h r , n D t y 0 dr r 2 dr , .H Hj
V Vj j
n h < <m s m x , n D t y 0 drr V . .Hj j
V j
Note that the definition of r n is modified so that ¨ h constructed below isj
uniformly bounded and the limit function is a solution as proved in the
next section.
 . h .  h h. .In the strip n D t F t - n q 1 D t, we define ¨ r, t s r , m r, t s0 0 0
 h h h. .  . h .r , r u r, t as follows: for R q jh F r F R q j q 1 h, j G 1, ¨ r, t0 0 0 0 0 0
is the approximate solution of the generalized Riemann problem of the
system
­ ­ 2 ­ ­ 2
2 2r q ru q ru s 0, ru q ru q p q ru s 0, .  .  .
­ t ­ r r ­ t ­ r r
2.4 .
with initial data
¨ r , r - R q j q 1r2 h , .  .y 0<¨ stsn D t  ¨ r , r ) R q j q 1r2 h , .  .q 0
 .  .where ¨ r and ¨ r are the smooth or approximate solutions of they q
 .  . nstationary equations 2.3 with boundary conditions ¨ R q jh s ¨ ,y 0 j
  . . n h .¨ R q j q 1 h s ¨ ; for R F r F R q h, ¨ r, t is the approxi-q 0 jq1 0 0 0
mate solution of the generalized Riemann initial-boundary problem of
 .2.1 with data
< q <¨ s ¨ r , m s 0, 2.5 .  .tsn D t rsR1 0
q .where ¨ r is the smooth or the approximate solution of the stationary1
 . q . nequations 2.3 with boundary condition ¨ R q h s ¨ . Precisely,1 0 1
h .¨ r, t is obtained for small time by perturbing about the solution R of0
 .the Riemann problem of 2.1 with data
¨ R q j q 1r2 h y 0 , r - R q j q 1r2 h , .  . .y 0 0<¨ stsn D t  ¨ R q j q 1r2 h q 0 , r ) R q j q 1r2 h , .  . .q 0 0
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 .for R q jh F r - R q j q 1 h, j G 1, and the Riemann initial-boundary0 0
 .  .problems of 2.1 with data 2.5 , for R - r F R q h in the following0 0
 .procedure. Take the approximation R of R by setting R s r, m s Ra a
 . 1r8  1r8 .  . 1r8 < <if r r, t G h and R s h , m if r r, t - h ; then R y R Fa a
1r8  l l .Ch . Approximate the possible existing k th rarefaction waves ¨ , ¨ ,y q
 . l  .k  l.uk s 1, 2, in R r, t by finite discontinuous rays r rt s u q y1 ra i i i
separating finite constant states ¨ l, i s 0, 1, . . . , I , with ¨ l s ¨ l andi l 0 y
l l  l .  l.  l .  l.¨ s ¨ , such that if k s 1, w ¨ s w ¨ q h, z ¨ s z ¨ , 0 F i FI q iq1 i iq1 it
 l .  l.  l .  l.I y 1; if k s 2, z ¨ s z ¨ q h, w ¨ s w ¨ , 0 F i F I y 1. Thenl iq1 i iq1 i l
we obtain the approximate Riemann solutions consisting of finite disconti-
nuities separating finite constant states, ¨ , i s 0, 1, . . . , I, with ¨ s ¨ 1i 0 y
 . .   . .  .q j q 1r2 h y 0 and ¨ s ¨ 1 q j q 1r2 h q 0 . Let ¨ r sÃI q i
  .  ..r r , m r be the exact smooth or approximate stationary solutionsÃ Ãi i
  . .such that ¨ 1 q j q 1r2 h s ¨ . Using the cut-off technique, we obtainÃi i
 .   .  .  ..the approximate stationary solutions ¨ r s r r , r r u r , 0 F i F I,i i i i
 .   . 1r8.  .  .  .with r r s max r x , h , u r s m r rr r . As a result, the approx-Ã Ã Ãi i i i i
h .  h . h .. wimate solution ¨ r, t s r r, t , m r, t in the rectangle R q jh, R0 0 0 0 0
 . x w  . .q j q 1 h = n D t, n q 1 D t , j s 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . , consists of the exact or
 .approximate steady states ¨ r , i s 0, 1, . . . , I, separated by the disconti-i
nuities subject to the Rankine]Hugoniot condition, approaches the ap-
proximate Riemann solutions as t ª n D t, and satisfies the following local
2  .entropy estimates: for any C weak entropy pair h, q , on any approxi-
<  . < 5r4mate shock wave with speed s , s G 0, s t y s F Ch ; and on thei i i i
 .  .discontinuous rays r s r t , s s dr t rdt, of the approximate rarefactioni i i
<  . < 5r4   .  ..   .waves, s t F Ch , where s s s h# ¨ y h# ¨ y q# ¨ yi i i iq1 i iq1
 ..  .     ...    ....     ...q# ¨ , s t s s h ¨ r t y h ¨ r t y q ¨ r t yi i i iq 1 i iq 1
   ....q ¨ r t and C ) 0 is a constant depending only on the uniform boundi
h .of ¨ r, t .0
h .  h h. .We now define the approximate solution ¨ r, t s r , m r, t s
 h h h. .  .  .  .r , r u r, t of 1.1 ] 1.2 in the strip n D t F t - n q 1 D t by the
fractional step procedure:
r h r , t s r h r , t , .  .0
mh r , t s mh r , t .  .0
r h r , t .0 h h h hy M r r , t , m r , t q g r r , t , m r , t .  .  .  . .  .0 0 0 02 r
r
h 2= r s, t s ds t y n D t .  .H 0 /R0
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uh r , t s uh r , t .  .0
1
h h h hy M r r , t , m r , t q g r r , t , m r , t .  .  .  . .  .0 0 0 02 r
r
h 2= r s, t s ds t y n D t . 2.6 .  .  .H 0 /R0
With the above approximate solutions on all of these strips together, we
obtain the approximate solution ¨ h in P .T
3. STABILITY, CONVERGENCE, AND CONSISTENCY
We now make estimates to prove the L` stability and Hy1 compactness
of the approximate solutions ¨ h constructed in the previous section, obtain
the strong convergence by the compensated compactness theory, and then
show that the limit of the approximate solutions is the weak entropy
solution.
THEOREM 3.1. Assume that the following growth condition on the contin-
<  . < u < < <  . <uous functions M and g holds: M r, ru F C q C r q C u , g r, ru1 2 3
u < <F C q C r q C u , for r ) 0 and some nonnegati¨ e constants C , C , C .1 2 3 1 2 3
 .Then for the initial data ¨ s r , m with compact support for r and0 0 0 0
 . <  .  . <satisfying 0 F r r F C, m r rr r F C for r G R with some positi¨ e0 0 0 0
h  h h.  h h h.constant C, the approximate solutions ¨ s r , m s r , r u ha¨e the
following properties for sufficiently small h:
 .  . 1r8 h .1 There is a positi¨ e constant C s C T , such that h F r r, t F
< h . <  .C, u r, t F C, r, t g P .T
 .  h.  h.2 The entropy dissipation measure sequence ­r­ t h ¨ q ­r­ r q ¨
y1 .  .is compact in H D for all weak entropy pairs h, q and any boundedloc
domain D in P .T
 .  . h  h h.3 There is a con¨ergent subsequence still labeled ¨ s r , m s
 h h h. hr , r u in the approximate solutions ¨ , such that
r h r , t , mh r , t ª r r , t , m r , t s r r , t , r r , t u r , t , .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  . .
  .  ..a.e. in P as h ª 0, and r r, t , u r, t is the global weak entropy solutionT
 .  .  .to 1.1 ] 1.2 in the sense of distribution satisfying the entropy inequality 2.2
 . < <  .along any shock wa¨e, and 0 F r F C T , u F C T in P .T
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Proof. The proof of this theorem proceeds through four steps: L`
stability, Hy1 compactness, convergence and consistency, and entropy
condition.
Step 1. L` stability. The construction of the approximate solutions,
the Rankine]Hugoniot condition, and moreover, our definition of Go-
dunov values yield the following estimates: r h G h1r8 and
r 2r h r , n q 1 D t y 0 dr . .H 0
V
s r 2r h r , n D t q 0 dr q O h9r8 .  .H 0
V
s r 2 r h r , n D t q 0 y r n dr . .H 0 j
V jj
q r 2 r n y r j r , n D t y 0 dr . .H j 0
V jj
q r 2r h r , n D t y 0 dr q O h9r8 .  .H 0
V
s r nO h17r8 q r 2r h r , n D t y 0 dr q O h9r8 . .  .  . Hj 0
Vj
Using induction on the integer n ) 0, we obtain
r 2r h r , n D t y 0 dr s r 2r h r , 0 dr q r nO h9r8 q O h1r8 , .  .  .  .H H0 0 j
V V j
w x w  . .for each integer n ) 0. For any t g 0, T , t g n D t, n q 1 D t for some
n, from the scheme and the above estimates, we have
r 2r h r , t dr s r 2r r dr q r nO h9r8 q O h1r8 . 3.1 .  .  .  .  .H H0 0 j
V V j
 h .  . 4 y1r8Suppose that, for small h, sup r r, t , r, t g P F h . Then,T
 2 . r h . 21rr H r s, t s ds F C, for r g V. We will denote by C a genericR 00
positive constant that may depend only on T for the rest of this proof. For
 .r g V and n D t F t - n q 1 D t,
uh h h hw ¨ r , t F w ¨ r , t q C 1 q r r , t q u r , t t y n D t .  .  .  .  . .  .  .0 0 0
F w ¨ h r , t q C 1 q w ¨ h r , t y z ¨ h r , t .   . .  .  . .0 0 0
q max w ¨ h r , t , yz ¨ h r , t t y n D t , .  .  . .  . .0 0
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and
z ¨ h r , t G z ¨ h r , t y C 1 q w ¨ h r , t y z ¨ h r , t .  .   . .  .  .  . .0 0 0
q max w ¨ h r , t , yz ¨ h r , t r y n D t , .  .  . .  . .0 0
< h . <   h ..where we apply the following observation: u r, t F max w ¨ r, t ,0 0
 h ...   h ..  hyz ¨ r, t . Set K s max sup w ¨ r, n D t q 0 , yinf z ¨ r,0 n r g V 0 r g V 0
.. .n D t q 0 , 1 . From the scheme, we note that
1 q O h .
n hr s r r , n D t y 0 dr . .Hj < <V Vj j
 .Then we conclude the following: K F K 1 q CD t q CD t. Thereforenq1 n
 .K F C T , andn
w ¨ h r , t F C T , yz ¨ h r , t F C T , .  .  .  . .  .
w ¨ h r , t y z ¨ h r , t G 2hu r8ru , .  . .  .
 .  . y1r8which implies 1 for sufficiently small h with C T - h .
Step 2. Hy1 Compactness of entropy dissipation measures. For any
1 .  .f g C P , the following holds for any weak entropy pair h, q :T
7
h hh ¨ f q q ¨ f dr dt s S f , 3.2 .  .  .  . . HH t r k
PT ks1
with
S f s h ¨ h y h ¨ h f q q ¨ h y q ¨ h f dr dt , .  .  . .  . .  . .HH1 0 t 0 r
PT
S f s f r , T h ¨ h r , T dr y f r , 0 h ¨ h r , 0 dr , .  .  .  .  . .  .H H2 0 0
V V
2y1 h h h hS f s 2 r f r , t m , r u =h ¨ dr dt , .  .  .  .HH  /3 0 0 0 0
PT
T 1r8 15 5w x w xS f s  s h y q f r t , t dt , S f F Ch f , .  .  . .  .H H4 7
0
S f s f n h ¨ n y h ¨ n dr , .  .  . . H5 j 0y 0q
V jj, n
S f s h ¨ n y h ¨ n f y f n dr , .  .  . .  .H6 0y 0q j
V jj, n
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n  . h . n  .where ¨ r s ¨ r, n D t " 0 , f s f R q jh, n D t , the summation in0 " 0 j 0
 . h w x w xS f is taken over all discontinuities in ¨ at a fixed time t, h and q4 0
 h ..  h ..   . .are the jump of h ¨ r, t and q ¨ r, t across a discontinuity r t , t in0 0
h .  .¨ r, t , s is the propagating speed of the discontinuity, and S f is the0 7
error term including the error in the stationary solutions and the error
near the vacuum in the construction of approximate solutions. It is easy to
 . y1 . 5 5 y1 1r8see that S f is compact in H D since S F Ch ª 0 asH7 loc 7
<  . < 5 5 1 5 5 y1h ª 0. For S , we have S f F Ch f ; then S F Ch ª 0 asH D . H1 1 10 loc
` . 1 . y1 .h ª 0, since C D is dense in H D , and thus S is compact in H D .0 0 1 loc
To prove the Hy1 compactness of the other terms, we apply the following
w x y1 .property 2, 13, 16 : a set is compact in H D if it is compact inloc
y1, q . y1, s .W D and bounded in W D for some constants q and s such that
1 - q F 2 - s - `. The uniform boundedness of ¨ h implies the bounded-
y1, s .ness of S q S q S q S q S in W D for any s ) 1. Therefore it2 3 4 5 6
y1, q .remains to show the compactness of these terms in W D for some
 x  < <.  h .q g 1, 2 . To this end, we first note that 1r V H r r, n D t y 0 yj V j
n.  .r dr s O h , and the following energy-type estimate holds:j
1
hQ h#, t dt dr F C , 3.3 .  .H H "
V 0jj, n
n  .  . n n.T 2  n  n n.. n n.with Q h, t s 1 y t ¨ y ¨ = h ¨ q t ¨ y ¨ ¨ y ¨ ." 0 " j j 0 " j 0 " j
 xThe strict convexity of the mechanical energy h# for g g 1, 2 gives us the
 .following consequence from 3.3 :
< n n < 2¨ y ¨ dr F C. 3.4 .H 0 " j
V jj, n
<  . < 5 5Then for the terms S , S , S , and S , we have S f F C f ,C D .2 3 4 5 2 0
<  . < 5 5 <  . < 5 5S f F C f , S f F C f , andC D . C D .3 40 0
1 n n5 5S f F C f Q h#, t q Q h#, t dt dr .  .  . .C H H5 q y0
V 0jj, n
5 5 3r4q f O 1 q O h .  . .C0
5 5F C f .C0
5 5 UThus S q S q S q S F C, and S q S q S q S is compact inC2 3 4 5 2 3 4 50
y1, q1 .   ..U y1, q1W D by the embedding theorem: C D ¨ W for 1 - q - 2.0 1
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 .Finally, for the term S , using Holder's inequality and 3.4 , we haveÈ6
1r2
22 2ay1r2 n n n n
a5 5 5 5 < < < <S f F C f h =h ¨ y ¨ q ¨ y ¨ dr . C ` H  /6 0y j 0q j0  /V jj, n
ay1r2 5 5 aF Ch f ,C0
a  . 1, p .for any f g C D , 1r2 - a - 1. By the Sobolev theorem: W D ;0 0
a  . <  . < ay1r2 5 5 1, pC D , 0 - a - 1 y 2rp, we have S f F Ch f for p )W D .0 6 0
 . 5 5 y1 , q ay1r2 2r 1 y a . Then S F Ch ª 0 as h ª 0 for 1 - q - 2r 12W6 2
. y1, q2q a . Therefore S is compact in W , and S q S q S q S q S is6 2 3 4 5 6
y1, q  .  .compact in W for 1 - q s min q , q - 2r 1 q a - 2 and hence is1 2
y1 .  .  h.  h.compact in H D . By 3.2 we conclude that h ¨ q q ¨ is compactloc t r
y1 .in H D .loc
Step 3. Convergence and consistency. The strong convergence of ¨ h is
a consequence of the compensated compactness framework established in
w x  .  .   .  ..2, 4, 6 and 1 ] 2 . We now prove that the limit function r r, t , m r, t
  .  .  ..  .  .s r r, t , r r, t u r, t satisfies 1.1 ] 1.2 in the sense of distribution.
1 .  .  .Let f g C P be any test function with f R , t s f r, T s 0 and set0 T 0
2 1 .  .  .  .f r, t s f r, t rr g C P . For the first equation in 1.1 , from the0 T
 .Rankine]Hugoniot condition and 2.6 , one has
r hf q r huhf y 2 r huhfrr dr dt q r h r , 0 f r , 0 dr .  . .HH Ht r 0
P VT
1r81 15 5 5 5s J q J q O h f q O h f , 3.5 .  .  .C H1 2 0
with
n 2 h nJ s f r r r , n D t y 0 y r . . H 1 j 0 j
V jj, n
qr 2 r n y r h r , n D t q 0 dr , . . /j 0
2 n h nJ s r f y f r r , n D t y 0 y r . .H  /2 j 0 j
V jj, n
q r n y r h r , n D t q 0 dr . . . /j 0
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1r8 1r2 1 . < <  .5 5 < <  .5 5By 3.3 , we have J F O h f and J F h f . For theC C1 20 0
 .second equation in 1.1 , we have, similarly,
2h h h h h hr u f q r u q p r f dr dt q m r , 0 f r , 0 dr .  .  . .HH H /t r 0 /
P VT
2h h h h hy r 2 r u q M r , r u .  .HH PT
r
h h h h 2 2qg r , r u r s, t s ds frr dr dt . .H /R0
5 1r8 5 5 11s J q J q O h f q O h f , 3.6 .  .  .H3 4 C0
with
J s f n mh r , n D t y 0 y mh r , n D t q 0 dr .  . . H3 j 0 0
V jj, n
y r h M r h , r huh .HH PT
r
h h h h 2 2qg r , r u r s, t s ds frr dr dt , . .H /R0
J s f y f n mh r , n D t y 0 y mh r , n D t q 0 dr . .  . .  .H4 j 0 0
V jj, n
n D t < h . h . <Noticing the inequality  H H ¨ r, t y ¨ r, n D t y 0 dr dt F Ch,n ny1. D t V 0 0
< <  1r2 .5 5 1 < <  1r2 .5 5 1one has J F O h f and J F O h f . By taking the limitC C3 40 0
 .  .  .as h ª 0 in 3.5 and 3.6 , we see that r, m satisfies the second
 .equation of 1.1 in the distribution sense. The uniform boundedness of
the approximate solutions yields the boundedness of the weak solution.
Step 4. Entropy inequality. By estimates similar to Step 2, we con-
 .clude that the weak solution satisfies the entropy inequality 2.2 along any
shock waves. The proof of Theorem 3.1 is completed.
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